Tumors of the eye and nervous system often exhibit an arch-like arrangement of nuclei, called rosettes. Pathologists are able to identify rosettes (full circles) and the presence of partial rosettes (semi-circles) and interpret this as a sign of differentiation in a tumor. However, there is no objective method to quantitate the many partial rosettes that are obvious or not obvious to the naked eye. This paper proposes a mathematical algorithm to computationally detect the presence of obvious or non-obvious partial rosettes, henceforth referred to as "Nguyen-Wu Partial Rosettes." Quantifying the degree of partial rosettes present in a tumor may allow pathologists to stratify tumors into more refined groups that may respond better to therapy or have different clinical outcomes. The Midline Cross Product (MCP) algorithm calculates the magnitude of two cross products and adds them together to obtain one value. Each of the two cross products results from (1) the line that connects the midpoints of longest lengths of two neighboring ovals, and (2) the line that extends from the midpoint from one longest length and is perpendicular to that longest length. The MCP algorithm makes nuclei that are arranged in consecutive rows and arches quantitatively distinct from nuclei that are arranged next to each other in a disorderly manner. 
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Background
Tumors of the eye and nervous system often exhibit a pattern of nuclei arrangement that is known as a rosette (Figure 1 ). Full rosettes are obvious to the naked eye, so pathologists are able to score the level of differentiation of a tumor based on their presence (Figure 2 ). However, these tumors can also exhibit partial rosettes that are not obvious to the naked eye. Even if partial rosettes are visually identifiable, their characteristics and abundance are too complex to be assessed by a pathologist. However, a computational approach would be able to quantify the degree to which partial rosettes are present, and the distribution of how many short, medium, or long partial rosettes are present. This paper proposes that partial rosettes can be routinely identified by the algorithm defined here as the Midline Cross Product. This method has the potential to stratify tumors that contain partial rosettes into refined categories that may respond better to chemotherapy or that warrant specific types of chemotherapy. This refined information will spare patients of unnecessary treatments, which can have severe negative side effects. These partial rosettes are referred to as Nguyen-Wu Partial Rosettes. 
Methodology
Neighboring nuclei that form a straight row or an arched row can be identified as distinct quantitative features compared to the nuclei that are arranged next to each other in a disorderly fashion. This paper presents an adaptation of the cross product of two vectors for detecting adjacent nuclei that form rows or arches. The algorithm will be referred to as the Midline Cross Product (MCP) algorithm and is explained in detail in Figure 3 and its legend. In summary, adjacent nuclei that are arranged in a row or an arch will have a small MCP value (Figure 4 ) compared to adjacent nuclei that are not in a row or arch arrangement ( Figure 5 ).
The cross product can be calculated geometrically (as explained below), or algebraically through vector multiplication.
Geometrically: The magnitude of a cross product is equivalent to the area of the parallelogram whose sides are the two vectors of the cross product. The formula for the area of a parallelogram is:
The length of the base is one of the two vectors of the cross product. The height is unknown, but can be calculated if the acute angle (θ) between the two vectors is known. The height can be calculated by the formula: The method in this paper ignores the right-hand rule that determines the direction of the result of a cross product. By taking the absolute value of any cross product that is calculated, the MCP algorithm ensures that all MCP values are positive and point in the same direction. This allows for small MCP values in a dataset to become close to zero or negative after the dataset is median centered (Figure 6 ). These four arrangements are special in that the resulting MCP will have a value of 0 or be small compared to other types of arrangements (see Figure 5 ). This is advantageous because after median centering the data, these MCPs will have a negative value and be more natural to color code in the form of a heat map. (A) The MCP of two adjacent ovals whose longest lengths are parallel and whose midpoints are in a line that is perpendicular to the longest lengths will be 0. Three or more consecutive ovals arranged in this pattern will be detected as a straight row of ovals (dotted line box). (B) Similar to A, the MCP of this arrangement of cells will be a small value. Three or more consecutive ovals arranged in this way will be detected as a straight row of ovals (dotted line box). (C & D) The MCP of these two arrangements will be small compared to the other types of arrangements observed in tumors ( Figure 5 ). Three or more consecutive arrangements of these two types will be detected as an arch. The MCP algorithm was specifically formulated to detect rosettes and partial rosettes, both of which exhibit a characteristic arched arrangement of neighboring nuclei (dotted line boxes). (D) Unlike in C, the line connecting the midpoints is not parallel with the horizontal line of this page. These arrangements of adjacent nuclei will result in a large MCP value. This is advantageous for quantifying and visualizing rosettes, and partial rosettes, because after subtraction of the median MCP value of a dataset from each individual MCP value (also known as "median centering" the data), the MCP values of these arrangements will still be greater than 0 (positive). However, the MCP values of the special arranges in Figure 4 will be either 0 or less than 0 (negative). The cartoon in A is visualized in the form of MCP vectors. The MCP algorithm creates a vector between each neighboring oval. The vector's magnitude is the cross product described in Figure 2 . (C) Subtracting the median MCP value of the whole dataset from each individual MCP value in the dataset (i.e. median centering the data), will generate a range of MCP values that straddle 0 (i.e. positive or negative). (D) MCP values in C can be represented as a heat map to help pathologists detect the location of partial rosettes. This method also allows pathologists to stratify images into categories of tumors that have different degrees of partial rosette formation, which is an indication of the degree of differention that is occuring in the tumor but that cannot be assessed by the naked eye.
